PDI Point-of-Care Accessory Order Form
PDI rep name:____________________________________________________________________________________________________
order date:_________________________________

*PO #:______________________________________________________________

health system name (if applicable):________________________________________________________________________________
facility name:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
contact name:____________________________________________________________________________________________________
ship to address:__________________________________________________________________________________________________
city:________________________________________

state:____________

zip:______________________________________________

phone number:___________________________________________________________________________________________________
email:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
special delivery instructions:_______________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3-in-1 Universal Sani-Bracket® - Attach Sani-Cloth® and Sani-Hands® canisters to walls or equipment
for convenient access; customize with product specific labels.
_________ P010901

_________ P010900 (10 pack)

Sani-Bracket® for Extra Large Box - Attach extra large packet box to walls or equipment.
(this bracket can also hold two clean tag boxes)
_________ P44210

3-in-1 Sani-Bracket® Pole Accessory Kit - Designed to attach Sani-Bracket® to IV or other poles.
3-in-1 brackets sold separately.
_________ P010600

Bracket Adapter - Use to attach 3-in-1 Bracket to certain portable carts. 3-in-1 brackets sold separately.
(Check for fitment before ordering)
_________ P015300

Sani-Canister Caddy® - Countertop placeholder for canisters. Displays important product and
compliance information.
_________
_________
_________
_________

P013500- Sani-Hands® (10 pack)
P012600- Super Sani-Cloth® (10 pack)
P015200- Sani-Cloth® AF3 (10 pack)
P013100- Sani-Cloth® Bleach (10 pack)

_________
_________
_________
_________

P013501- Sani-Hands® (5 pack)
P012601- Super Sani-Cloth® (5 pack)
P015201- Sani-Cloth® AF3 (5 pack)
P013101- Sani-Cloth® Bleach (5 pack)
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Sani-Cloth® AF3 Portable Pack Bracket - Attach the Sani-Cloth AF3 Portable Packs to walls for
convenient access.
_________ P039100 (10 pack)

Sani-Cloth® AF3 Portable Pack Mobile Equipment Bracket - Attaches the portable pack to mobile
equipment for ease of use and accessibility.
_________ P013200

Sani-Bracket® Deluxe Multi-Canister Floor Stand - Place in entryways and other high traffic areas.
Holds up to 5 canisters.
_________ P013600

PDI Safety Station - Place in entryways and other high traffic areas. Holds one canister of product.
Optional attachments can be affixed directly to the floor stand to hold personal protective equipment (PPE).
_________ P013700

Infection Prevention Pack - Point of care dispensing. Holds individual packets and PPE for infection
prevention on-the-go.
_________ P711WS (5 pack)

_________ P611WS (25 pack)

Sani-TAG® Equipment ID System (Clean Tags) - Adheres to equipment to help staff easily identify it
as clean. Removes easily and does not leave a sticky residue. Meets regulatory and accreditation standards
for identifying clean vs. dirty equipment.
_________ P012200

DISINFECT
with

DISINFECT
with

Sani-TAG® Equipment ID System - Helps staff identify what specific surface disinfectant should be
used to disinfect the particular item.

DISINFECT
with

DISINFECT
with

_________ P280SS - Sani-Cloth® Bleach Wipe
_________ Q551SS - Super Sani-Cloth® Wipe

_________ Q890SS - Sani-Cloth® Plus Cloth
_________ P843SS - Sani-Cloth® AF3 Wipe

* In recognition of our continued partnership, the items listed above will be provided complementary. As such, your facility
acknowledges that the tools provided are to be used solely with PDI products. Any other use of the tools, including but not
limited to use with other manufacturer brand products, is expressly forbidden.
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